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Listening to Recitative

How do we listen to Italian comic opera recitative? Recitative originated in the late 16th century as 
a  novel  vehicle  for  the  rhetorical  delivery  of  text.  By  the  18th  century,  opera  audiences  had 
assimilated  its  musical  language.  Composers  had  at  their  disposal  an  armamentarium of  well-
understood compositional devices for setting recitative text to music. I have developed a taxonomy 
of these devices under the broad headings of rhythm, melody, harmony and key. It was common at 
the time more than one composer set the same libretto into an operatic work. For example, Giovanni 
Battista Pergolesi and Giovanni Paisiello both set Gennaro Antonio Federico's short comic libretto: 
La  Serva  Padrona.  This  raises  the  question  of  whether,  by  a  differential  application  of  the 
compositional  devices,  composers  could  imply  different  dramatic  parameters  from  the  same 
recitative text. I will respond to this question by  presenting a comparative analysis of a number of  
excerpts of recitative from these two works. The  analysis strongly suggests that the composers have 
implied different characters, with contrasting emotions and intents, through their musical settings of 
the  texts.  A  different  relationship  between  the  two  principal  characters  is  also  implied.  The 
methodology developed for this study may be of interest to those wishing to better appreciate the 
musical  language  and dramatic  function  of  recitative  in  the  Baroque  and Classic  periods.  The 
insights gained may also be of assistance to those involved in performance of works from these 
periods.
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